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Reha~Dili.tation

-

for pa.tients recovering from BUrgi.cal

remova,l of the larynx shculd :include voeational

conBid.era~..

tions "lith accompanyi.ng economic mod.i.fication::'i(l

The lite::... a-·

ture· pertaini.ng to rel1abili.ta"ti YfJ. ma.llagement of 1

""'~.. "" - . .~ ~J ....-: ..,

f,'l

"

*Y'V 1 fl',c'P. ~.~

tomees revealed numerous investigations c:on(.;ernetl vli"i;h
physical

resto~"ation,

social adjustmeni;,

remedial speeeh trai:nillg and psyeho

\~fhilc

few studies

hB;Ve

been

C017"di.1Gted.

concentrati:ng upon vocational consequ.ences of a }.. ary·ngectom:v ..
'l'he p:eimary purpose of this investigation

'VIaE

to

2

examlne

'~he

pre- and post-opera"tive vocational status of

laryngectomized 'patients reslding in the Northwestern
sectioll

v~

the Uni"'ted. Staii"s.

ThE; sample was composed of 2',0 1aryngec-tomees whose
nal!les were supplied by the Oregon Di vision of the Amsrican

In addition, a restricted population 'vas

Cancer So(}iety.

surveyed consisting of spouses, relatives, or close friends
of thE; pe:;ient Hho chose to participat l3

J.11

the stadYe

T\vO queGtionnaires were formulated as a means of
coJ:lecting data.

Part I was completed by the laryngectomee

and Part II by the spouse, relative, or close friendc

The

forms asked a variety of questions involving age, pre- and
post-operative employment, fillal1cial status, psycho .... social
adjustmen·t, and method of communication.

Replies were l.'eceiYed from 117 patients a.no. 76 spouses
or relatiye.s..

}?ollov/ing . systematic analysis of the exte.rtsive

data olrcained, five ansvlerable questions were generated
limiting the s·tudy to a sUJ?vey of 'VocatioYlal rehabilitation

of'

laryngec·i;omeeB~

Related .informati.on concerning psycho

social and cO;]1.mu..nicatlve

facto~.:'s

",ere in01uded when a.ppli

cable.

Signii'ica..1J.-G results of thi.s stv"dy are summa.rized as
follo\,IS:
1"

'No specific pre-operative Occu.pa.tional category

appea:;:'ed to typify this sample.

2.

:employment iwmediately followine.: convaJ.escenc.e

3

was common for the laryngectomeeso

3.

~he

number of retired laryngectomees doubled

following surgery_

4.

])esire for employment was

8110\\.711

to be the most

mo·ti yating factor in learning esophageal speech.

5.

Esophageal speech was used. by a large portion
of the laryngectomized sample.

6

«I

vlhile most spouses reported minimal chal1.ges in

life style following ,surgery, a significant
number indicated marital problems, financial
difficulti·es, and/or emotional mala.djustment
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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND

STATE~ffiNT

OF PROBLEM

.Introduction

The concept of rehabilitation for patients recovering
:from surgical removal of the larynx has changed radically
in recent years.

Traditionally, management was restricted

to physical restoration of the patient with incidental
attention directed tOvlard associated environmental in flu
ences such as familYt·job and communication.

Presently,

clinicians recognize that successfu.l rehabilitation for
laryngectomees involves not only the patient's adaptation
to anatomical and physiological alternations, but also skill
in acquiring an i:qtelligible mode of communication and
. ability to recover from possible psycho-social trauma.
Also, specialists are currently extending rehabilitation
to include vocational considerations with accompanying

economio modifications.
Incidence figures indica.te that the number of patients
survlving from surgery has increased steadily over the last
two decades.

Estlmates by the American Cancer Society show

that the population of laryngeetomees in the United states
curre~tly

numbers 25,000,

are reported

~nual1y

~~d

approximately 4,000 new cases

(Dledrich and Youngstrom, 1966, p_ 1).

2

As a consequence, more patien.ts require the services of
trained rehabilitation specialists.
H01:ft

researchers· con-'"end that laryngectomees are

capable of functioning as productive members of society.
Acceptance of -this philosophy entails exploration of all
modalities of the rehabilitative process:

physieal, com

municative, psycho-social and vocational.
Re'V~. ~!!.

of. the Li tera·t.u~

A review of the literature pertaining to the rehabili...·
tation of la.. r yngectomized patients revealed numerous studi.es

concerned with anatomical and. physiological restoration
(Jimlson, '1957; Holinger .e~e, 1957; Pitkin, 1953; Gardne~,

1961; Boone, 1971; Diedrich and Youngstrom, 1966; Snidecor,
1969; Horn, 1962; King ,et

~.,

1968; and others), psycho

social adjustment (Murphy, Biano 9 and Ogura, 1964; G:r.'eene,

1947; Gardner, 1961; Gardner, 1966; Levin, 1966; Locke,
1966; Nahum £t a!.., 1963; Stoll, 1958; Pitkin, 1953; and

Reed, 1961), and COlnmlt!licati ye training (Boone, 1971;

Snidecor, 1969; Diec.r.ich and, Youn.gst::rom, -}966; Heaver and
Arnolds 1962; Creech, 1966;

Mo()lena.ar-]iji.~

19~>3;

l\}a.rtin,

1955; and \valdrop and Gould, 1956), while few stud.les have

been conducted concentirat1ng upon vocation.al consequences

of a laryngecto!T.t.y.
Need for vocational

~esearch

the Iiter':;3.ture suggests that 90 to

becomes paramount since
95~~

of la::yngectomees

3

are men (King et al., 1968; ,Greene, 1947; Baker, 1965;
Boone, 1971; Snidecor, 1969; and Diedrich ~~d Youngstrom,
1966) •

The mean age of surgery has been found to be betwt:er1.

50 and 60 years (Boone, 1971; King, 1968; Snidecor, 1969;
Harrington, 1960; Johnson, Barton,
~~

~~d

Percello, 1961),

age at which most men are physically capable of employ

ment and normally the major financial supporter of a family.

Thus, data concerning economic implications of a laryn
gectomy is Yital.
Pitkin (1953) states that return to work is obviously

dependent upon many factors including the patient's will a.nd
need to work, type of job held prior to. surgery, his philo
sophical ou'r;look, eommu..nicati ve ability and emot;ional adjust
ment.

Results of his study of 62 laryngectomees revealed

that among those patients eligible for employment, half of
the patients questioned ('31) were engaged in the
tiona as prior to surgery.

occupa.."

Eleven patients were working

but not at the same pre-operative jobe
change of job had been

S(=-.l!Il€

neces~itated

In most cases, the

by speech difficulties

or inability to speak.
Murphy et

~lo

(1964) investigated vocational and social

factors following total laryngectomy.

The sample consisted

of ·60 private patients seen by one of the authors between
April 24, 1956, and April 24, 1960.

one were

kno~~

By April, 1962, twen"cy

to be deceased' or to have experienced reoccur

rence of cancer.

Of the thirty-eight living cancer-free

4

patient's, twenty-four were

interviewed~

Fourteen patients

were inaccessible due to geographical distance thus informa
tion was obtained by letters
questions about

e~ucation,

0

TILe interv-iew consib ted, of

pre- and post-operative employ

ment, marii;al history, psychiatric history, and post
operative volee and adjustment problems.
The following results were obtained concerning the
pre- and post-operative employment of the twenty-four
patients interviewed:

.:twenty-three of the twenty-four

patients were regularly employed immediately prior to
surgery; one patient had been retired for sev-eral years
as a result of a head injury; sixteen patients resumed

their previous occupations after surgery; and one pati6nt
resumed work at one of two part-time jobs held prior to
surgery

0

Six pat'ients' failed to return to work.

The Nurphy study concluded that in attempting to find
pre-operative predictors of post-operative adjustment, com
parisons were made with those who did and those who did not
resume regular employment, with respect to such factors as
patientVs age, education, employment history, marital
stability, overindulgence in alcohol, and estimated. impor
tance of voice in the patient's usual occupation.

UNo

factor or group of factors proved to be predictive of
rehabilitation" (Murphy et

.a~~,

1964, p. 541).

Gardner (1964) studied the vocational rehabilitation
of lary-.o.gectomees.

The rnl.rpose of his study was to present

:io.Ii

5
results of two preliminary surveys of members of Lost Chord
Clubs concerning problems faced in returning to work.
Gardner ':otmd tha·t

nperson~

in all occupations are subj ect

to cancer of the larynx" (Gardner, 1964, p. 777).
Questionnaires were sent to all
Lost Chord Club of Cleveland.

115 laryngectomees.

la~~gectomees

in the

Replies were received from

Eight patients (7%) were more than 65

years of age at the time of the operation.

One hundred-seven

patients (93%) were operated upon at an age customarily
aeceptable for continuation of employment.
returned to their previous jobs.

Eighty-two (72%)

Nine changed jobs, but

seven of these were retained in the same company and the
other two obtained jobs

elsew~ere.

Gardner (p. 781) presents data concerning employer's
reasons for change of jobs as' reported by the laryngectomees:
poor speech (N=10), endangering of health and safety of the
laryngectomee himself or fellow employee (N=11), both causes

(N=5).
Eighty percent of the eightym·two patients who retained
their jobs had fair to good esophageal speech and twenty
percent had poor or no speech.
three patients

~nlo

Two-thirds of the thirty

changed or lost jobs had fair to good

speech and one-third had poor or no speech.
In a later study, Gardner (1966, p. 36) investigated
problems of laryngectornized women.

He found that,

• • • more than 55% of the laryngectomlzed women,
58% of the married and 50% of the single wQmen, who

6

had worked before surgery, returned to their same
job after surgery. The return to work was closely
related to the ability of -the pa-cient s to regain,
speech.
Ranney (1965) surveyed the employment status of 1,299

IAL (International Association of Laryngectomees) members

of 32 clubs following surgery.

He found that 76% retained

their original jobs after convalescence and that 24% (one
out of five) "Vrere without a job follovling surgery.

Specifi

cally, Rann.ey, (p. 1) found:
Of this group of 258, the largest portion were
released from their jobs by their employers. The
192 'W"ho were fired represents 17.66% of those
working at the time of their surgery; 24 (4.33%)
were demoted and 19 (1.75%) resigned voluntarily.

Results of the Horn (1962) study of 3,366 laryngectomees
of£ers interesting information on occupational changes or
loss of employment following ,surgery:

the greatest job and

economic changes, which usually were in the direction of
"

lower i.ncome l'evela, occurred in managerial, sales, clerical,
skilled-labor, and semi-skilled labor occupations.

Profes

sional and unskilled-labor occupations reported little
change in status.

Horn also found that the percentage of

those who were retired doubled from 12% before the operation
to 24% after, and the percentage of those unemployed rose
from 2% before to 8% following surgery.
Ga~dner

(1964), King et al.(1968), and Greene (1947)

claim that to a considerable extent reemployment depends
upon. rega.ining effective communication.

Gardner and King

found that more laryngectomees with intelligible speech

7
."tJere retained in previous occupation's.
et

~1.

Specifically, King

(1968, p. 200) stated that in this study of veterans:

• • • half of the eligible patients who were able
"to commlmicate by esophageal speech a~one had spme
form of employrnent t while none of those without
esophageal speech were employed.
King (1970) suggests that approximately 70% of
laryngectomees are physically capable of returning to their
previous jobs and certainly a higher percentage are capable
of returning to some modified form of employment.

Allowance

must be made for those with other pl1ysical problems such as
heart disease or severe emphysema which are not uncommon
diseases of these patients.

Alcoholism also may be con

sidered a significant factor.

King (1970) estimates that

25 to 50% of laryngectomees are known to overindulge in
alcohol.
Most investigators have found that a high percentage
of patients are employed following

surgery~

Greene (1947),

repbrts data indicating 70%, Gardner (1964) 79%., and Hunt
(1964), 94%, while King

~i.al.

(1968) found that only 5%

of the veterans surveyed at a Veterans Administrati.on
Hospital had full time employment and 22% indicated some
form of part-time employment.

All of ",he patien·Gs of this

latter investigation had some form of p0nsion or compensa

tion.
The International Association of Laryngectomees pub
lished a pamphlet

\'l!i

th the aim of informing employers abou t

the reemployabili.ty of

lat'yngectomees~

The pamphlet supports

~

8

a positive approach toward vocational rehabilitation:
"There is no reason, in most cases, why your laryngectomized
em~loyee

should no·t continue on the job" (rAL, 1966, Pit 2).

The

contends that there are only a few jobs that

Ip~

perhaps laryngectomees are unable to handle, specifically,
those with an environment of extreme heat, cold, gases,
"

dusts, and fumes.

However, even in these adverse environ

ments, with adequate protec'tion of the stoma, laryngectomees
are frequently capable of optimally performing modified
vocational skills.
Statement of the Problem

..........

:c

' .•

:fj

•

__

..

_

.. _

_

.....

~

....

The previously cited investigations on the vocat5.onal
status of

l~~yngectomees

non~specific

were conducted either over a wide,

geograpllical area and/or limited 'to the Eastern

portion of the Unlted states.

The present study was designed

to survey the pre- and pos·t-operative occupational status of
laryngectomees residing in the Northwestern section of the
United states.

In addition,

~his

study investigated several

related areas which previo-cs :L:'esearchers failed to explore ..

It is felt that such a study would have regional
implications on the rehabili tat;ive care and vocational
status of e. population not previously surveyed41
This study seeks to answer tl1e followin.g five questions
concerning Northwest laryngeciJomees:
1•

\vhat Specific OceUpftttO:nS Did the Laryngectomees

9

Hold Prior to Laryngeal Surgery?
2.

What Percentage of Patients Remained in Their

Pre-Operative Occupations?
3.

\Vhat Post-Operative Occupational Changes Were
Reported?

4.

Vias Employment a Primary Motivating }'actor in

Learning Esophageal Speech? .

5.

\vere There Any Financial Changes or Other Social

Consequences on the Family of the Laryngectomized
Patient?

CRfJ'TER II
SUE~j"ECTS,

J:lIETHODS AND PROCEDURES

§..1l1?..:1 e c t

s

The population upon which this 'fu~alysis was based con
sisted of a total sample of 210 laryngectomees residing
primarily in the state of Oregon, with a few subjects from
Washington, Northern California, Idaho, Alaska, and

Mont~~a~

who were identified by the Or'egon Division of the American
Cancer Society.

In addition, the next of kin

o:~

each me!11ber

of the laryngectomized sample was queried for frunilial re·

sponses in a separate questionnaire.
l-1et.ho.a..~

Questionnaires were constructed as a means OI collecting
data (See Appendix A).

parts.

The questionnaires consisted of two

Part I, to be completed by the laryngectomee, in

volved categories such as pre- and post-operative ,vocational

status, communicative ability, and level of' edv.cationfi
Quest10ns concerning psycho-social B.djustment 'fllere restric"tc1

to present marital status ruld social participation.

The

construction of Part I was predominately limited to the
alternate-choice, closed form presentation; hO\,lever, due
to the nature of some items, it

it'laS

necessary to include

11

sIx open·.. formed questionso

Part I consisted of a total

ejf 21 questions including sub-categories ranging from

1 to 5

respo~ses.

Par-t II, to be completed by the patient t s spouse,

relative,

01"

close friend, involved an assessment of the

patient's familial adjustment, relationship with the
spouse~

reactions of the spouse to surgery, and the

C011

comittallt influence of communicative skills on vocational
status.
Procedures
.. -.....

The questionnairGs (Parts I and II), an introductory
letter, and an enclosed busi.:ness reply envelope, vlere mailed.

to -the

subject~

in 1970.

Recipients of questionnaire Part I

distributed. quest'ionnaire PaJ....t II to the appropriate spouse,

relative, or c10se friend/)
The data revealed by the questionnaires was examined
and summarized in terms of

v~cational

ability, and psycho-social influences.

tribution of subject responses

\'laS

sta'tus,- communica.tive
:1~he

frequency dis

calculated a.'Yld categor

ized accorcling to percentages, round,ed to the nearest whole

number.

CHAPTlJR III

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One hundred-seventeen, 56 percent of the sample of
laxyngectomees surveyed, responded to Questionnaire Part 10
Fifteen (15%) of these respondents were female and 84 (85%)
were male.

Eighteen subjects did not indicate their sex.

Ages ranged from 40 years to over 80 years with a mean age
of 65 years.

Ninety-three (44%) did not respond; six (3%)

were reported to be deceased at the. time of this study

0

The questionnaires completed by the laTyngectomees
revealed the following information pertaining to ed.uca
tional level:

the largest percentage, 31% (N=32) stated

they had completed elementary schooling and/or below; 24%
(N=28) high school training; '15% (N~ 15) "r,Tere ~igh school

graduates; 1% (N= 1) completed some form of vocati.onal
training; 19% (N=19) had some college training; 6% (N=6)

",ere college graduates; and 1%

(n:::~ 1)

had completed som.e

graduate work.
In Part II sampling Sl which included next of kin, of

the· 76 responding, 63 (83%) were wives, 5

(7~6)

5 (7%) \'lere daughters, and 3 (4%) viere sons.

were husbands,
The number of

next of kin respondents was inordinately Q9pressed by the
fact that ;:0 laryngectomees (17%) indicated they lived alonee

13
An analysis of the data on Part I directed towaxd

laryngectomees revealed rulswers to the five questions
posited in the'statement of the
1.

What

S~ecific

p~oblem:

OccuEations

D~d

the

Lar~~ge£tomee~

Hold Prior to Laryngeal Surgery?
Table I shows a summary of the pre-operative occupa-

TABLE I
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PRE
OPERATIVE OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES
'"

Cat e£;2.EI...ll£¥.lqex: Tj~l d NaUle
1•

211

3.

4.
5"

6.

Professional, Tech
nical and Managerial
Clerical and Sales
Occupations
Service Occupations
Farming, Fishery,
Forestry and. Related
Processing Occupa
tlons
Machine-Trades Occu
pat.ions

70
8.

Bench Work Occupa
tions
structural Work Cccu

Number

Percentage

16

15

9

8

8

4

7
4

3

3

5

5

2

2

11

10

+"
pa.d_on.s

9 ..
10.
11.
1 ')

.~"

I

I

t

Miscellaneous Oocu
pations
Housewife

Unemployed
Retired
-,

..

Total
Number
Res p 0.rl9-i~l11.L

.......

.....

17

16

5

5

1

1

26

24

...,~...........~ ............-....c

......1Q:l

I

1 J~.

tional status of the sample of Northwest

laryngectomee~s.

Most pre-operative occupations reported by the subjects were
classified according to the 9 categories designated by the

u.s.

Departm~nt

Tit~~s:

of Labor in the

...J?~,finitions and

Title~,

Diction~rz

w.

,01;_ qccuEationa~

Willard Wirtz, (ed.),

(1965); three additional categories (10, 11, and. 12) were
specifie~

for the purposes of this

s~udy

to account for

those patients whose occupations could not be conveniently
determined by the other 9 categories (See Appendix B).

An analysis of categories 1-9 revealed that the
la:r:gest (16%) occupational category was #9, "Miscellaneou.s

Occupations. n

This category included occupations such as

truck drivers (N=16), loggers (N=5), a longshoreman (N=1),
railroad lab orers (N =4), and all individual engaged in the
automobile business (N=1).

The second largest category

(15%) was #1, "Professional, Technical, and Managerial,"
vlhich included an accountant (N= 1), postmaster (N= 1) ,

teacher of prlYate music lessons (N=1), engineers (N=3),
superviso.ra (:N=3), managers (N=3):I and a UoS. immigratio!1

officer (U::1).

Category #7, nBench Work," comprised the

smallest (2%) class.

In addition, the data indicated'that

of the remaining three categories, 24% were retired at the
time of surgery, ,5% were hOu38wives, and 1% were UTlem
played.'
J

•

This study showed that there was no one specific
occupationHl job that

<A{;~ntributed

significalyt;ly more

15

laryngectomees than another.

The largest number of laryn

gectomees were from miscellaneous occupations (Category 9)
which consisted of skilled and semi-skilled laborers.

~~he

second highest was Professional, Technical, and Managerial
(Category 1).
2.

What Percentage of Patients Remained in Their
Pre-Operative Occupations?

Sixty-three percent (N=89) of the present subjects
returned to their previous employment following surgery
(See Figure 1).

This rate of employment return is slightly

lower than in previously cited stUdies by Gardner (1964) who
reports 79%, Green (1947), 70%, and Hunt (1964), 94%.
100

90
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70
Q)

~
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Q)

o

~
(l)
Pot

60

63 "

50
N=89

40
30
20
10

o

N=33

L
Ye'S

No

--

Figure.-1. Number and percentage distribution of
patien-t s remai:ning 5.r1 pre-operative occupations.
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How M~y Patients Were Retained in
TheIr Exact Occupational Positions?
An analysis of subsequent questions related to job

retention revealed that 74% (N=37) of the subjects retained
the same pre-operative position.

Twenty-six percent (N=13)

reported that although they were retained in the same com
pany, they did not return to their previous position (See
2)~

Figure

Results of previous stud.ies, (Ranney, 1965 and

Gardner, 1964) found that 76% (Ranney) and 72% (Gardner)
returned to their exact pre-operative occupational position.
It can be seen that similarities exist between previous
studies and the current study.
100

go
80 _
Ii

74%),

70
Q)

~ 60

~
~ 50 I
~
Q) 40
P-r

I N=37

30

26%'

20

N=13

10

0_

1 .....

Yes

No

]'igqr:e, ~. Number and percentage distribution of
patients retained in exact position.
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Did the Position Require the Use of
'SEeecn and-Co·ntact wi t.h the· Public(?
Eighty-seven percent (N=41) indicated that their pre
operative position required speaking and 80% (N=35) reported

the job required direct

contac~ with

the public; 13% (N=6)

reported that the position did not necessitate use of voice
and 20% (N=9) indicated no public contact was related to the
j,ob (See Figure 3).

100
90

87 ()

80

70
(J)

~ 60

N=41

..p

~ 50
C)

~ 40

N=35

P-4

30

1j)

20
10
0

_ _~~L~ . _..___._.L~:6

l~ ::0
.,/

Yes
Use of

No
Use o.f

Contact

Speech

Speech

W/Public

Yes

No

Contact

W/Public

.1 N~ber and percentage distribution of
patients req.u~red to. speak and have contact with
the public.

Ei~,1.1re

121.9.

EI!!.E.l0J:~F-t S p;,~t.i ~}lde~ Ch~'tlg~?

To the question "Did you notice a change

ill

you.r

employer' s attitude toward you after sureery?" 12% (N:::5)
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reported a more favorable attitude, 12% (N=5) a

les.~

fayor

able attitude, and 76% (N=32) no change of attitude (See

Figure 4).

t76%)

N=32

~

I I

N=5

Less-1"1avora-ble--

No-Change

Figure 4. Number and percentage distribution of
patients reporting employer's attitude.
'Significantly, 75% (N=38) responded positively to the
~lestion,

"Do you feel that your employer has been adequately

informed of the nature and problems of the laryngectomized?"
Even though a higher percentage responded "yes,ff there still
remains 20% (N=10) who responded uno" (See Figure
data Bugge

5). These

s an improvement in employer education since

results reported by Gardner (1964"p. 780) to a similar

question, <flDo you think that 'employers should be better
informed about proper methods of handling laryngectomized
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persons?").

At that time, "yean \'las the answer of 76 of

the 82 respondents who kept their jobs o

It would appear

that currt:ntly laryngectoID3es feel -that employers are now
better informed and more sympathetic tovlaxd readjustment
problems.

It may be postulated that this.improved employer

attitude is due partially to educatlon provided by local
IAL

Club~

plus information

distribut~d

by the ACS.

Addi

tionally, the time span of 8 years and the geographical
location (Cleveland vs Northwest) could be considered as
possible variables influencing this change.
100
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70
~o 60
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L____ ~ ~_~_
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N=10

No

Fl

~=3

other

!~gu~~2~

N~ber and percentage distribution of
patientts response to employer education.

Pl.d~~~ L8;!~.ecto.mee.§.. Noj;ic.~

..C!. Cnange oL~tti tud~'?

To the question, "Did you notice a change in your

?rl

'-~,

attitude toward your job after surgery?"., 78% (N:35)
reported

}10

change, 18% (N=8) ,;tess ..f.€::Y0r~l~ chang2, and

4% (N=2) more favorable cE!!nge (See Figure 6.).

The trend

suggests -that the largest percentage of patients held
basically the same attitudes toward their pre-operative

jobs.
100

90
80

70
(])QO 60

N=35

cO

+>
~

(j)

0

J-I

(])

Pi

50
40
30
20

10

N=8

0

Jess FaVOraD.Le

No Cl1ange

Fi~tg;~ 6 e
Number and p.ercentage distribution of
pavientTs own attitude toward job.

11.0\11

~Ian1L_P_'?Jj.snt~._Did

T].le,i..r

~r.e_::Q.Beratj.ve .

Not Retu..!7.L..1£

Posi tions?

Thirty-three subjects (37%) stated that they were not
retained in their pre-operative occupations.

Previously,

Ranney (19~5) reported tha.t 24% (one out of five) of his
sample of 1,229 rAIl

membel~S

of 32 clubs were without a jab
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following surgery.

The present study indicates a slightly

lower rate of employment return in this geographical area
(See Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Number and percentage dtstribution of
patients not returning to their pre-operative
occupations.
Table II presents data concerning the current respond
ents reported reasons for not returning to pre-operative
occupations.

Table II shows that 28% (N=8) retired; 31%

(N=9) attributed loss of speech as the major reason for not

returning to work; 28% (N=8) indicated disability

~~d/or

health factors; 7% (N=2) changed positions; 1 patient (3%)
stated he was layed off; and 1 patient (3%) reported other
reasons not mentioned.

Los~

of speech was considered to be
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the most frequent factor influencing job dissolution closely
followed by disability_
TABLE II
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
REASONS FOR NOT RETURNING TO PRE
OPERATIVE OCCUPATIONS
Total

Number

Stated Reason

Percent

Retirement

8

28

Loss of Speech

9

31

Disability/Health

8

28

Change of Position

2

7

1

3

1

3

Layed

Off

Other

Number
Responding

I

1

I

~---.---

.. - .....

_ . _2~ __ ~~_J

-.---.

In an earlier study of similar nature, Gardner (1964,
p. 781) offered information concerning employer's reasons
for change of jobs as reported by laryngectomees;

poor

speech (N=10), endangering of health and safety of the
laryngectomee himself or fellow employee (N=11), both causes

(N=5).
Was fl... the

p;mE~~rt

p'ecisio.!ll~otn~o

s or_yatien..t ~

Return to

\tlor~?

Sixty-seven percent (N=18) reported that it \"las their
personal decision not to return to work,

7%

(N=2) stated it
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was their employer's decision, and 26% (N=7) both (See
Figure 8).
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~
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N=2
~
Employer's Decision

N=7

Mutual

Fi&Hre 8. Number and percentage distribution of
patients indicating whose decision not to return
to work.
Does Communicative AbilitI
Ilieci Job Retention?
Gar~er

(1964), King

~~.a~.(1968),

and Greene (1947)

claim that to a considerable extent re-employment depends
upon regaining effective communication.

Gardner and King

found that more laryngectomees with intelligible speech were
retained in previous occupations.

Speciiically, King et ale

(1968, p. '200) stated that in his study o.f veterans,

• • • half of the eligible patients who were able
communicate by esophageal speech alone had some
form of employment, while none of those without
esophageal- speech were employed •

"CO

.......-

2.:fr

Data from the present study reveals that 69% (N=71)
communicate with esophageal v.olee, 12% (N:::12) use an arti

ficial larynx,' 3% (N=3) +ely upon whispering, 0% geuture
without sound, and 16% (N=16) depend upon writing (See
Table III).
,TABLE III

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE'DISTRIBUTION
OF PATIENT' S PRESENT

CO~l

MUNICATION STATUS
....

.

Methpd of Comnlunication

Number

Percentage

Total
Number
Re spondin.B;..

i
I
I

i

~~
J

Artificial Larynx
Esophageal Speech
\vhi sp ering
Gestures

,12

12

71
3

69

0

0

Vlriting

16

16

J

;>
:
J

,.-,.-.~.-

Sib~ificantly,

....

...

--

102

results of communicative status found in this

sample are closely related to conclusions reported by Horn
(1962) of a survey of laryngectomees conducted by the ACS.

At that time, 64% spoke entirely with esophageal voic'e, 10%
spoke entirely with an artificial larynx, and 12% did not
speak at

all.

It would appear that communicative ability does affect

job retention in the present study since of the 63% who
returned

t~

\vorkS\ 66% used esophageal

cecho

The remaining

25

.patients, most of which did not- return' to work, resorted

to non-verbal modes of communication o

3.

What Post-OEerative Occupational Changes Were
lleporteq?

The subjects' current, post-operative, occupational
Sixty subjects reported

status is presented in Table IV.
TABLE IV

NUMBER Mqn PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF POST-OPERATIVE OCCUPA
TIONAL CATEGORIES
r--u

..

~..

Catego~_y

Number and Name

Professional, Tech
nical and Ivlanagerial
2. Cleri.cal and Sales
Occupations
3. Service Occupations
4.' Farming, Fishery,
Forestry and Related
5. Processing Occupations
6. Iv!a.chine-Trades Occupa
1.

7
8.

tions
Bench ~1ork Occupations
S-truC1;llraJ. \'lork Occupa

9.

tions
Miscellaneous Occupa

4)

t:Lons

'I

I

Total
Number

Numberl Percenta:gel ReJIRg:g.~,.~::g.g

5

12

o

o

3

8

o

o

o

o

1

2

o
o

o
a

o

o

2

5
17
6

17

26

post-operative employment (9 were actively employed at the
time of the survey, i.e., not retired), while 107 reported
pre-operative employment (75 \'lere ac'ti vely empioyed in

categories 1-.9, immediately prior to surgery).

The twelve

occupational categories explained above 'Afere utilized for
the purpose of analysis and comparison (See Appendix C).
In. categories number 1-9, based upon the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor, the most significant difference was noted in

Category #9, tt:r-1iscellaneous Occupations. It

These occupations

constituted the largest percentage (16%) pre-operatively)
'Vlhereas post-operatively 0% reported to be engaged in -chese
jobs.

I~

may be hypothesized that 'since these occupations

were composed of loggers, railroad laborers, and truck
drivers (occupations either involving heavy lifting and/or
dusty environments) these patients were perhaps physically
unable to continue employment.

Other occupational changes

occurred in categories #2 ttClerical and Sales," sho\V'ing a

decrease from

8%

pre-operatively to 0% post-operativelYi

#4 uFarming, ]'ishery, and Forestry, etc., It from 4% to 0%;

117 "Bench Vlork, If 2% to 0%; #5 "Processing, tt 3% to 0%; /18
"str'J.ctural Work,1I from 10% to 0%; and #6 nr1achines
decreased from 5% to 2%.

TI~ades, n

Categories #1 ftIJrofessional,

Technical, and r·lanagerial, it showed li"i:;tle change (15% pre
operatively and 12% post-operati.vely).

Ntunber 3 nService

. Ocoupations U Ghowed small ch?..n ge in status since 7% of the
subjects were engaged in these jobs pre-operatively

a~d

8%

,=),'"9

c..l

post-operatively.
Results of the Horn (1962) study of 3,366 laxyngec

tomees offers some interesting info:cmation on occupational
changes or loss of employment following surgery:
greatest job and economic changes,

usuall~

the

in the direc

tion of a lower income level, occurred in managerial,
sal€S~

clerical, skilled-labor, and

occupations.

~emi-skilled

labor

Professional and unskilled.-labor occupations

reported little change in status.

Unfortunately, compari

sons of Horn's (1962) results with 'the present study are
limited since a different classification scheme was employed
to categorize occupations.

It can be speculated, that

professi.onal and semi-skilled occupations showed minimal
job change in the current study, but generally workers in
skilled and unskilled labor were represented by a large
decrease in employment following laryngectomy.
Interestingly, in the present study, categories
represented by a large decrease in employment

4, 5, 6, 7,

8, and

(nu~bers

9) usually involve heavy lifting

dusty-gaseous environments.

and

In categories number 1 and

3 (Pro.fessional, etc. and Service Occupations), the

physical environments usually are more conducive to ade
q~ate

stoma breathing.

For example, office workers are

not normally subjected to adverse environmental conditions
and

hea~vy

lifting is not a job reqUirement.

These occupa

tions do, however, frequently necessitate more verbalization
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and direct contact with. the publice
environment is

Apparently physical

influential in some situations than

mor~

communication skills as an

illdica~oJ.'"

of :re-employme:".i.t for

laryTlgectomees.,

A surveY'of the remaining three categories revealed
no clecrease in #10, "Housewives: If whereas

il':'..

#11 f a change

':Jas noted in unemployment figures since the percentages
iJ.:~crea3E-;d

1%

from

to

15~

pre-op€ ; !.··atively

to 17% post...

operatiyely; retirements doubled from 24% to 56%.
Eor-1. (1962) also fOlln.d that the percehtage of those
'''ho retired dou'bled fro;TI 12% before the operation to 24%
SOOY! after, and. the pe:r.:·cellta.ge of those \Dlemployed rose
·(..>ro?'u_
:1

.J..

.;..:",\
Q.r.'
'of '.,
0.'"

'Jc:!.
(:• .,.~ 1:"Pf'J"\TL':.
.1 •.,. _ \.J • ,-'

.·I='0',10w;ng
1.
•• _.... •
nurgery •
.1..

To the question, "vIas your ocoupational cha-age as a.

result of losing your voice box more favorable or less
favorable?'u

t

29~~

(N=.:5) of the present subj eo·ts reported

!!l0re._!~~abl~ and 71% (N=12) responded les"~ f§Jorablq

(See Fi.gu.re 9).
In sum, it would appear that -t;he greatest occupational
changes lnvol-ved. an increase in retired and unemployed
indivi.d1.lals~

Retirement figures were anticipated since the

mean age of the sample was 65 years, which is frequently
designated as the chronological age of retirement.

40

Was

EmEl~~~e~~

~~j.n€-l

a Primary

Moti~atin~ ~actor

.E s <2.P h1?,;geal .§peecJ}?

in
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!,.:i£;,ure. ~. Number and percentage distribution of
patients indicating attitude toward post-operative
occupational change.
Questionnaire Part II, completed by the spouse, rela
tive, or close 'friend, involved questions concerning employ
ment, psycho-social adjustment, and attitudes of the spouse
and patientQ

In an effort to obtain data concerning motivat

ing factors i.n learning esophageal speech, the respondents
were requested to indicate which factor motivated this per
SOl1

to learn to speak againo

The largest portion of respondents 1 39% (N=26), repl i.eo..
that "desire to return to work" (See Table V) was the great
est motivating factor in learning

to

spe~(;

15% (N=10) stated

desi.re to communicate 3.t home; 17% (N=11) was expressed for
bo't-;h a need to commn.l1icate socially and visitation by a

30

TABLE V
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF FACTORS MOTIVATING PATIENT
TO LEARN TO SPEAK
Total

Factor Option and Title

Number

Percentage

1.

Desire to return to
work

26

39

2.

Need to communicate
at home

10

15

3.

Need to communicate
socially

11

17

4.

Visitation by a
laryngectomee with
good esophageal
speech

11

17

50

Other

8

12
-.-.-

-~~----

..•.

Number
Responding

66

--.--.---.---

laryngectomee; and 12% (N=8) indicated other reasons not list
ed.

A more specific question involved:

"Did employment help

to motivate the laryngectomee to learn to speak again?"

The

data revealed that of the 39 replies to this question, 87%
(N=34)

~~swered ~

and 13% (N=5) n2-

Thus, in this popula

tiou r employment appears to be the most motivating factor
encouraging patients to learn esophageal speech.

Snidecor (1969), Greene (1947), Locke (1966), Schall
(1938), Reed (1961), and many others have pointed out that
successful training in esophageal speech is, in large part,
highly dependent upon the patient's desire to live, recove:e t

t

I>

~

,

t '"
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and to speak again.

ftMoti vat ion is withou.t doubt" the most

vital factor in the rehabilitation of the laryngectomees ft
(L~cke,

1966, p. 597).

Locke further stated that other

:factors such as an extroverted personality, an outlook
geared to the future rather than the past, involvement in
professional and social activities, all contribute to
expedite speech training.

Most professionals concerned

with rehabilitative management of laryngectomees agree
that membership in an IAL affiliated organization offers
assistance in·helping the patient learn to communicate,
while simultaneously providing socializing experiences.
In a.ddition, one of the major purposes of IAL Clubs is to
assist members in readjusting to previous job routineso
Unfortunately, this important goal seemed to be fulfilled
only to a limited extent in the present study, since of the

40 individuals replying to the question, "Did IAL Club mem
bership help you to readjuat to the job routine?" 52% (N=21)

answered

~

and 48% (N=19), .!!.2. (See Figure 10).

At this point the write,r would. like to state a sub

jective opi'nion concerning the ton8~lity or spirit of the
respondents.

Whi=!-.e reading the laryngectomees replies,

the reader is given the impression that the subjects are
interested., supportive, and sincerely appreciative of the

authors' concez'n for the patients.. Even though the sub
jects vlere not requirecl i;o iden·tify themselves, more than

75% signed their names and in many instances personal
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Figure 10. Number and percentage distribution of
.patients indicating IAL membership helped them return
to their job routine.
letters were included

expre~sing

appreciation of the survey.

Attendance at IAL Club meetings supports this impres

sion and leads one to conclude that members have pride in
their amazing recuperative abilities and this spirit was
consequently revealed in their responses.

It would appear

that Locke's description aptly illustrates the present sub

jects; they are a highly motivated group, interested in the

future, and most have attained intelligible speech.

5.

'Were There Any Financial ChanMs as a Result of
§urgerLor "Other Consequences on the Fal!jJ;I of

!.E.e

Laryngectomjzed P'-?;ti_ep-;.1?

"
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Immediately following surgerf the patient may be
confronted with the threat of financial catastrophe,

especially those without

e~ployment.

The American Cancer

Society (Horn, 1962) indicated that the average medical
and surgical expense of more than 3,000 laryngectomized
patients was $1,700 but some paid more than $5,000.
Patients had to borrow money and/or exhaust their savings,
and consequently many had no funds remaining for retire
ment or for learning a new trade.

Horn reported that two

out of three respondents reported a drop in income follow
ing the: operation; 60% attributed the decrease to their
laryngectomy and their impaired facility to communicate •
. Even though no information on current hospital and/or
surgical expenses is available, it is estimated that average
medical fees and honpital rates have probably doubled or
tripled during the last decade.

Patients in the present

series without medical insurance and/or eligibility for
benefits at a government sponsored hospital were possibly
faced with stupendous bills.
As a criterion for financial change, the present
study posed the question:

"Has your average annual income

prior to surgery changed as a result of laryngeal surgery?"
Of the 86 subjects responding to the question regard
ing variance in annual income as a result of surgery, 9
(10%)

re~orted

an increase, 27 (31%) a decrease, and a

large number, 50 (59%) indicated no change in financial

34
st~tus

(See .Table VI).

TABLE VI
AND PERCENTAGE'DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS
INDICATING VARIANCE IN ANNUAL INC011E
FOLLOWING SURGERY

N~rnER

Change in Average
Annual Income

Number

Percenta~e

Total
:
Number I
Respondint;
I

I

Increased Annual Income

9

10

Decreased Annual Income

27

31

No Change in Annual
Income

50

59

i

I

86
Three (3%) out of 100 subjects wrote that they were
assisted by welfare prior to surgery and it would appear
that the incidence has not changed since out of 98 respond
ents only 3 (3%) are currently receiving financial assis
tance from welfare.
One interesting point that was- revealed in this study
was response to the question, "What produced the greatest
financial stress as a result of surgery?"
cost of surgery or difficulty speaking.
that 48%

(N~31)

Options included:
Replies showed

claimed difficulty speaking, 30% (N=19)

cost'of surgery, and 22% (N=10) wrote other answers (i.e.
both 6%, none, 15%, and eating 2%), suggestive that loss of
voice is more detrimental than financial strain even though

health insurance may have been available (See Figure 11).
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~aaor

Q&anges in

Li~e

Style

During the second phase of this study (Questio11naire
Pal~t

II) the respondents were requested to explain the major

changes in their lives due to the surgery.
Th.e sixty-one replies recej.ved from laryngectomees'

spouses were classified according to the following:
financi~l

1.

security, 2. marital relations (positive and

negative), 3. social

and 5. no change.

changes~

4. psychological stability,
.

Responses indicate that the largest

number, 32 (52%), stated no signifj.cw.'1t changes \V'ere noted;

seven (12%) reported alterat1.ons in financial security;

12% socia.l relations; and 12% positive marital relations;
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10% psychological stability; and six lndlvlduals

(3~~)

felt the major changes involved more negative marital
relationships (See Table VII).

These figures seem to

TABLE VII

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
SPOUSES INDICATING r·1AJOR CHANGES
OF LIFE STYIJE

Total

Category Number and Title
1•

Changes in Financial
Security

2.

Changes in Marital
Relations:
Positive Changes
Negative Changes

Number

Percentage

7

12

7
2

12

Socid.l Changes

7

12

4.

Changes in Psycholog
leal Stability

6

10

5.

No Major Changes

32

52

----.--.---.---

-

I
1

3

3.

-~

Number
RespondinR

61

---

suggest -that financial stability does not appear to be the

major concern of laryngectomee's spouses.

Representative

quotations are oited below:
,1 •

Jf.inan..2..t.~1· ..9.~cp:r:i tJ::
"Selling of business and going into mining means weire

alwa.ys away from (our) comfortable home and living in a
trailer, though (we) return for brief stays In our ·home. tr
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tlI have to go to work to support my husband and
I

myself."

iiI have had to go to work to supplement our income.1t
Marital Relations (Negative)

2.

Increased tension in the home. Husband 'picks'
at wife. Critical of her, rude, embarrasses me in
front of relatives and friends. Lack of considera
tion of others. Due mainly to increased nervous
, ness and lack of ability to provide for wife.
, Marital Relations (Positive)

"I love him more."
tilt has given us a greater appreciation for each
other, family, friends, and our home.tI
ttA closeness at the realization of hOYT nearly I lost
hi~.

We found more.friends after surgery--real ones--not
.

,

from pity but admiration of his courage. 1t

3.' Social

"

Chan~

"Not being able to return to life work.

Less social

activities, more financial worries. 1I
"Not going to group activities or noisy places as it
I

isi harder for him to be understood with noise in the back-

g~ound.n
"More active in church and club activities."
;1-.~
!
\

I:sy c h2.12.€iical

StabililY:

til have to bathe her--ease her crying spells, teach

her accep.JGa.l1ce of her cond!tion. It
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trThere are many things that would go unsaid now,
I

feel insecure and lonely at times. 1I
'I FC.L4

me it's hard to accept his impatience and

temper at times. ft

5.

No Chang~
uNo

change--hels healthier. u

"So far no 'cha,;nges, only for the better."

CHAPTER IV
SITM}~RY

AND CONCLUSIONS
§E.l!une.xy

As emphasized e?3.rlier, rehabilitation for laryngec
tomees should not be restri·cted to physical recovery,
remedial speech training, and psycho-social adjustment,

but must be extended to include vocational factors.

The

results of the present study demonstrate that most laryn
gectomees in this population are generally well adjusted
vocationally and adequately in·t;egrated as functioning mem.

bers of society.
The primary purpose of this study was to examine the
pre- and post-operative vocational status of laryngectomized
patients residing in the Northwestern section of the United
The sample

states.

wa~

composed of 210 laryngectomees \,yhose

names were supplied by the Oregon Division of the American
08J.lcer Society.

In addition, a restricted population was

sllrveyed consj.sting of spouses, relati ves$t or close friends
of the pationt v,llo chose to partlcipate j.n the study ..
:~~,A!O

quet;tionnaires \'Jere formulated as a means of

collectiIlg data:

Part I was completed by the laryngectomeE!

and. P;;1Tt II by the spouse, relative, or close friend.

III

The
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forms asked a varj.ety of questions involving age, marital
status, pre- and post-operative employment, financial status,

adjustment, and method of communication.

p~ycho-social

A

total of 117 replies were received from laryngectomees and

76 from spouses or relatives constituting an abundance of
information pertaining to the vocational, emotional, and
communicatj.ve status of Northwest laryngectomees.
Following systematic analysis of the extensive data
obtained, five answerable questions were generated re
stricting the study to a survey of vocational rehabilitation
of laryngectomees.

Related information concerning manner of

cOIDElunication and psycho-social factors were included in
discussions when applicable.
For several reasons, it is not easy to summarize the
results of this questionnaire study.

The forms were con

structed so that as many yes-no check responses as possible
could be utilized with additional opportunity for the indi

vidual to write out personal comments about the specific
area being investigated.
required the

patie~lt

Since many of the questions

to recall past experiences, this

memor! factor can introduce a source of error.

The per

centages cited are infrequently based uppn the total
population of responses, since not all subjects answered
each question.

Despite these disadvantages, the question

naires do provide information concerning pre- and post
operative employment status of laryngectomees that would

'oIii""
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.ha"eJ'e been. difficult to obtain in a:ny other manner ..

Conclusions
Significant results of this study are summarized as
follows:
1.

The mean age level of the sample 'was 65 years;

it was not surprising that 24% of the subjects were retired
prior to their laryngeal surgery_
2.

No specific pre-operative occupational category

tTpified the sample.

The largest number of subjects were

engaged in miscellaneous occupations such as semi-skilled
and unskilled

3.

labo~.

Employment immediately following convalescence

was common for the laryngectomees.

Results show that of

the patients (N=89) returning to their pre·"operati"V€

occupa

tions s 74% retained the same position and 26% were retained
by the same company even though they changed, positionsl}

4.

The number of retired laryngectomees doubled

following surgery; this finding was anticipated since the
mean age level at time of surgery was 65 years which is
frequently considered to be an arbitrary retirement

5.

])esi.re for employment was

ShO\ffl

age,~

to be the most

motivating factor in learning esophageal speech.
6.

It is perhaps significant that many subjects

.indicated dissatisfaction with their :post.... operative "Voca
ti.onaJ. statu.s

0
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7.

Esophageal speech is used by a large portion of

laryngectomized subjects.

This trend appears to be con

sistent with results cited by previous studies.
:

8.

While most spouses reported minimal changes in

I

lif'e style following surgery 9 several indicated marital
pl.1Oblems, fina.."1cial difficulties

~~d

emotional maladjust

me~ts •.

9.
i~terest,

Lar~ngectomees

projected a spirit of 6nthusiasm t

and sincere appreciation of the authors' investi

ga:tion •
Amplications of the Study
}tqh~bilitation

Statistics indicate that the incidence of laryngectomy
increases steadily each year, and therefore, considerable
attention must be directed toward rehabilitative care of
t4ese patients.

The need for vocational counseling becomes'

paramount since results of this study show that employment
is the most motivating factor in learning esophageal

speech~

Even though it is recognized that additional physical

problems may influence the patient's re-ernployability, conI

elusions from previous studies indicate that the m.ajority

of patients are capable of returning to pre-operative

e~ployment and/or performing some modified vocational
skills.

This evidence together with results of the present

si;u,dy tend. to support the need for vocational counseling

,

'
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following surgery.
In additIon to providing esophageal speech training

and encouraging soci.al actlvities, a major goal of IAL
Clubs is to promote vocational readjustment, thus, surgeons
and speech pathologists should recommend that patients seek
membership in local chapters.
a8sist~~ce

Another source of vocational

is provided by the Division of Vocational Reha

bilitation •. Most large cities have access to vocationru.
counselors through DVR so that if occupational change is
warranted these counselors can provide necessary guidance
and training.
Some subjects in the present study indicated dis
satisfaction with post-operative vocational status either
with reference to retirement and/or loss of previous employ
ment.

In these cases, the services of a trained vocational

cou.nselor appears to be vitally important in order to aid
these patients in achieving maximum total rehabilitation.
Speech pathologists concerned with remedial speech
training should recognize that return to work was con
sldered to l)e the most motivating factor in learning
esophageal speech by the majority of subjects in the
presen·t sample who desired employment.

Thus, some form

of post-operative employment should be encouraged whenever
feasibl~

since vocational readjustment appeaxs to

signifi~

cantly influence successful rehabilitation of laryngec
torr~zed

patients.
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~eed

for Future
1.

Resea~

It is suggested for future studies of this nature

th'J.t the age level of laryngectomees be controlled so tha-t
the subjects are less than 65 years of age.
2.

An interesting investigation might involve a

survey of laryngectomees who did and did not receive voca
tional guidance following surgery comparing job satisfac
tion, employer satisfaction, esophageal speech skill, etc.
3.

Questions concerning how long the patient was

employed following surgery and did attitudes change with
increasing time, require further examination.

4.

Another study might survey employer's reaction

to the question:
retention?"

"Does communication loss affect job
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APPENDIX A

COVER LETTER
QUESTIONNAIRE PART I
QUESTIONNAIRE PART II

/

Portland State University
ii':':1

P.O. Box 751

Department of Speech
Program in Speech & Hearing Sciences

. '49

Portland, Ore. 97207

5031226-7271

August 10, 1970

bear
I would appreciate your help a$ a laryngectomee 1n fillin~ out the en
closed questionnaires. The purpose of this necessary information from
you is actually three fold: (1) to hclp new fellow laryngectomees and
their families with personal adjustments; (2) to assist employed laryn
gectomees and their employers in better undcrstandin!! some of the prob
lems associated with this surgery; (3) to aid individuals who are as
s~sting laryn~ectomees, hoth with speech and with job placement, toward
a better understanding.

This survey does not require you to indicate your name or address unless
you desire to do so. l\~at wc are interested in is your honest opinions
concerning the items on the questionnaires. It is im~ortant that these
forms he fill~d out as soon as possihle. If you have any questions con
cerning this research, please call Mrs. Susan I..eonti at 774-8188, or
Or .•James F. Maurer, 229-35511 •
. All information that you provide on the enclosed questionnaires will he
strictly confidential. This research is being coordinated through the
Oregon Division of the American Cancer Society, the Veterans Administrat
ion Hospital, and the New Voice Clull of the Northwest. Your ~ssistance.
in completing the enclosed forms will he of great benefit to this study.
Sincerely yours,

~~.~~

~~h" aurer, Ph.D.
. Coor
ator'
.
Audiological Training
and Services

Ii

QUESTl0NNAlRE PART I
1.

Name and address of physician who performed your sur
"gery:

· 2.

----------------------------.-----------------------------------------~-------------------.
Please circle your current age group:
21-30

31-40

61-70

51-60

41-50

3.

Sex:

4.

Occupation prior to your laryngeal problems:

Female

7"1-80

Male

Length of time employed: __

5.

•

Did you return to your" previous occupation after sur
gary?

yes

no

(Please circle appropriate

answer)

l-.f. you answered "yes, It to number 5

pl~ase

complete the

folloVlil,lg :
a.

Do

you hold the same position?

b.

Does your position require the use
of speech?

c.

r

yes

no

yes

no

})id you notice a change in your employer's attitude
toward you after surgery?
favorable?

e.

no

Are you required to deal with

the public?
d.

yes

more favorable?

less

no change?

Did you notice a change in your attitude toward your
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job .after surgery?
able?

more favorable?

less favor

no change?

If you answered uno, II to number 5 please comEle'te the
followiI,!g:
a.

Please explain why you did not return to your
previous occupation:

b.

Was it your own decision or your employer's not to
return to your previous job?
decision

employer's

both

c.

What is your present occupation?

d.

Was your occupational change as a result of losing
your voice box?

6.

my decision

more favorable?

less favorable?

Is speaking necessary in your present occupation?
always

usually

sometimes

seldom

never

What situations necessitate use of speech?

(e.g.

frequent use of telephone)

7.

What produces the greatest emotional stress?
attitudes of employer

8.

attitudes of fellow workers

Did you receive financial assistance from welfare prior
to surgery?

yes

no

Are you currently receiving financial assistance from
welfare?

yes

no
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Has your average annual income prior to surgery changed
as. a result of laryngeal surgery?

increased

decreased

no change
Are you currently receiving financial benefits from
social security, a pension, or etc.?

yes

no

If you answered "yes,1I please explain:

What has produced the greatest financial stress as a
result of surgery?

cost of surgery?

difficulty

speaking?

9. Are you a member of an IAL* affiliated club?

yes

no

If you ans"lered tlyes, n do you feel that this membership
helped you to readjust to the job routine?
10.

~at

is your usual method of communication?

yes

no

(Please

circle only one)
artificial larynx
esophageal speech
whispering
gestures without sound
writing
11. Circle approximate percentage of time spent speaking

on your job:
11-19%

100% 80-99%

60-79% 40-59%

20-39%

less than 10%

12. Do you work in a notsy enviro!l...ment (e.g. factory, shop,
etc.)?

yes

no

*International Association of Laryngectomees
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Do you work in an environment exposed to dusts,
gaseous fumes, too much heat or humidity, etc.?
yes

no

13. Do you feel that your employer has been adequately
informed of the nature and problems of the laryn
gectomized?

yes

14. Please rate the

no
~ondition

of your speech:

Circle the word or numbers that best describes your
speech in the following sentences:
a.

My speaking volume is loud enough to'be heard at
a distance of 10 feet.
always

b.

seldom

never

most of the time

sometimes

seldom

never

My maximum number of words per air charge is:

0-1
d.

sometimes

My speech is understood by others:
always

c.

most of the time

2-3

4-5

6-7

8-9

over 10

communicate comfortably with fellow workers and

I

the general public:
always
e.

most of the time

sometimes

seldom

never

am able to spea.k ,distinctly on the telephone:

I

always

most of the time

sometimes

seldom

never

15. Have you had formal speech instruction other than that
provided by an IAL Club?
yes

(e.g. by a Speech Therapist)

no

'.Alhere?

16. Do you now spend less time speaking than you did prior
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to surgery?

yes

no

17. Do you presently communicate as freely with the follow
ing as you did prior t·o your surgery?
strangers in the office
str~~gers

on the telephone

yes

no

yes

no

employer

yes· no

fellow workers

yes

no

relativ-es

yes

no

friends

yes

no

family members

yes

no

18. Please check highest level of education completed:

elementary school and below
~

high school training
high school graduate
vocational training (Please describe: - - - - - )
college training
college graduate
graduate work

19. Did you need additional vocational training as a result
of your surgery? .yes

no

20. Have you noticed any marital stress following your laryn

gectomy?

yes

no

If so, check categories most appropriate:
separation from spouse
divorce
alienation from

fa~ily

,"
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increased family stress
21. Do you find that you are less active in social functions
since your surgery?

no

yes

(If "yes,." please check

appropriate categories)
discontinued club activities
/'

discontinued church activities
less entertaining of friends in your home
fewer invitations from friends
less entertainment away from home
(movies, dinner dates, etc.)
less traveling
Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
tion will help future laryngectomees.

This informa

Your assistance is

appreciated.
"

WoIWi

QUESTIONNAIRE PART II

TO BE COMPLETED BY CLOSE FMlILY MEMBER OR SOME PERSON LIVING
WITH YOU

(If you live alone please mark an X here
form.)

and return this

1.

What is

2.

Do you presently live with the laryngectomee?

·3.

Did you live 1,,,,ith the laryngect.omee prior to her/his

you~

relationship to the laryngectomee?

laryngeal problems?

4.

yes

yes

no

no

Please circle the word that best describes this patient's
initial reaction to the diagnosis of cancer:
shock
acceptance
denial (refusal to believe diagnosis.)
panic
other

5.

(fea:r)

---------------------------------

Please circle the number of the phrase that best de-'
scribes this patient's reaction to the knowledge that
her/his voice box would be removed:
1.

Aoceptance of the realization that she/he would
have to learn a new methon of speaking.

2.

Despair of any hope of regaining speech.

3.

Discouragement to the point of no desire to ever
again?

speak

4.

Other'

--------------------------

.'
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6. Which of the following motivated this person to learn

to speak again?

(Please circle only one)

1.

Desire to return to work.

2.

Need to communicate at home.

3.

Need to communicate socially.

4.

Visitation by a laryngectomee with good speech
after surgery.

5.

other

---------------------

7. Please explain how you reacted to the diagnosis of
cancer:

8. Did you attend pre-operative counseling sessions with
the laryngectomee?

yes

no

(If you answered "yes,"

-----------------------------)
Did another laryngectomee visit this patient before
where:

and/or after surgery?

yes

no

I

\
9. Did you attend speech instruction classes with the laryn

gectomee after surgery?
10. How' did

XER

yes

no

react to the knowledge that the patient's

speech would be different after surgery?

11. Did you have a difficult time aqcepting the laryngec
tomee's new form of speech after surgery?

yes

no

12. vrnich of the following emotional problems characterized
this patient's behavior immediately following surgery?
.(Please circle the appropriate numbers)
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1.

Depression

2.

Disinterest in the world around him/her

3.

Neglect of personal groomlng

4.

Social withdrawal

5.

Crying spells

6.

Feelings of hopelessness

7.

Desire for death

Did any of these feelings exist prior to surgery?
Please write the numbers of the above appropriate
behaviors which existed prior to surgery _______________
Which of these feelings still exist today?

Please

v~ite

the numbers of the above appropriate behaviors which
still exist today ______________________________________

13. How does the laryngectomee usually communicate?

(Please

circle only one)
,.

Artificial larynx
Esophageal speech
Whispering
Gestures without sound
Writing

14. Do you presently feel comfortable communicating with the
laryngectomee?
explain

yes

no

If you answered "no," please

-------------------------------------------------

15. What percentage of the time do you spend speaking for
the laxyngectomee?

0%

10-20%

30-40%

50-60%

70-80%

90-100%
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16. Do you treat the laryngectomee differently now than you
did before surgery?

17. Is the

yes

no

If "yes," please explain:

presently employed?

larj~gectomee

yes

no

If you answered l1yes," to number 17 please complete the
following:

a.

Do you feel that employment helped this patient to
readjus~

b.

socially after surgery?

no

Did employment help to motivate the laryngectomee
to learn to speak again?

c.

yes

yes

no

Does this laryngectomee have the same attitudes
toward her/his job as before surgery?

yes

no

18. Please complete the following if you are the husband or

wife of the larYngectomee:

a.

Have your marital relations changed since surgery?
yes

b.

no

If you answered "yes,ft please explain:

Do you and your husband/wife presently spend less
time entertaining friends in your home than you did
before surgery?

c.

yes

no

Do you and your spouse presently spend less time
visiting friends than you did before surgery?
yes

d.

no

Are you and your spouse now less active in club and
church activities?

e.

yes

no

Is your spouse more dependent upon you now as

..

~ ~".~!t.,~

,mt."

¥
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compared to how he/she was before
yes
f.

no

Do you and your spouse now spend less time com
municating with eaoh other?

g.

yes

no

no

Does your spouse have less patience than he/she
did before surgery?

i.

yes

Does your spouse treat the children differently
,since surgery?

h.

s~rgery?

yes

no

Please explain the major changes in your life due
to the surgery:

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
tion will help future laryngectomees.
appreciated.

This informa

Your assistance is
.'
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CATEGORY 1:

PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND

Job Title Provided by Subject

¥~AGERIAL

Total
Number

Accountant
Postmaster
Teacher of Private Music Lessons
Engineer
Supervisor
Factory Supervisor
Manager, Fuel Oil Company
Purchasing :r-1anager
U.S. Immigration Officer
Engineer in Theatre
U.S. Civil Service
Insurance Loss Prevention Examiner
Coder for Computor
Electronic Engineer
Highway Construction Supervisor
V.P. Rubber Manager
,pATEGORY 2:

16

15~

9

8!

8

8~

CLERICAL AND SALES OCCUPATIONS

Shoe Salesman
Bookkeeper
Salesman
Sales Manager
Car Salesman
Medical steno
Sales and Distribution of Farm and
Chemical Supplies
Wholesale Auto Parts Salesman
Paymaster

CATEGORY 3:

Total
Perce~t~~

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Cook
Waitress
Waitress
Bartender
Operator of Pro Shop
Waitress, Bartender, Cook
Tavern Owner
Bartender

63

CATEGORY 4:

FARMING, FISHERY, FORESTRY,
AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
Total
Number

Job Title Provided by Subject
Landscaper
Farm Work
Farmer
Farmer-Stockman
CATEGORY 5:

4

4%

3

3!

5

5!

2

2%

11

10%

PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS

Hard Board Plant Operator
Mill Edgerman
Mill vlorker
CATEGORY 6:

V~CHINES-TRADES

OCCUPATIONS

Hydro-electro Operator
Assistant Water Drilling Forman
Machinist
Machinist and Millwright
Fireman Saw Mill
CATEGORY 7:

BENCH WORK OCCUPATIONS

Dental Lab Worker
Dental Lab Worker
CATEGORY 8:

Total
Percentage

STRUCTURAL WORK. OCCUPATIONS

Cement Contractor
Electrical Mechanic
Ca.r:p ent er .
Structural Iron Worker
Mineral Sands Worker
Dock Super
Steamfitter
Carpenter

Oarpenter

Construction Millwright
Construction Welder

r,~....

l

ill;"J;iit,."1 
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CATEGORY 9: . MISCELLANEOUS
Job Title Provided by

Subjec~

Total
Numbe,!

Total
r~rcentai5.e

!fruck Driver
Logging Engineer
::Bus Driver
Logger (Cutting Crew)
Whistle Punk
Cat Driver
Truck Driver
Lumber Tallyman
Locomotive Engineer
Logging (Self-employed)
Truck Driver
Truck Driver
Railroad Laborer
Forman Switch Engine
Longshoreman
Auto Business
CATEGORY' 10:

CATEGORY 11:

CATEGORY 12:

17

16!

5

5!

1

O.9~

26

24!

HOUSEWIFE

UNEr1PLOYED

RETIRED

egor~es

were

Sffor

HAIiliVH~~O-iliSOd ~O ~SI~

o XIITN:[cIcIV

I

i
fi
66.

OATEGORY 1:

PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND MANA.GERIAL
Total

Number

Job Title Provided by Subject

CATEGORY 3:

i

Total

Percentage

CATEGORY 6:

i
i

.5

1212

o

O~

3

8!

o

O!

o

~

1

2~

o

o~

o

o~

o

91

CLERICAL AND ·SALES OCCUPATIONS

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

FARMING, FISHERY, FORESTRY.!
AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS

MACHINES-TRADES OCCUPATIONS

Lube and Tireman

CATEGORY 7:

CATEGORY 8:

CATEGORY 9:

~

!

Janitor

CATEGORY 5:

l~
~

Janitor
Camp Manager and Caretaker

CATEGORY 4:

lt
I

Teacher of Esophageal Speech
Communication Consultant
Office Manager
Construction Inspector
Head of Pricing Department

CATEGORY 2:

{

BENCH WORK OCCUPATIONS

STRUCTURAL WORK OCCUPATIONS

MISCELLANEOUS

..
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CA~EGORY

10:

HOUSEWIFE

Job Title Provided blSubject

Total
Number

Total

Perce!!:~a.,ge

Housewife and Homemaker

CATEGORY 11:

CATEGORY 12:

2

5!

7

17!

23

56~

ffi\fE}lPLOYED

RETI~

,.
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